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Introduction

This paper explores why a new approach to succession planning is needed. We discuss how succession planning decisions become **4x more accurate** when **context** is considered.

After one of the largest and most comprehensive studies ever conducted on the predictors of leader success, SHL found that organizations need to rethink succession planning and leader development.

Today's environment is a challenging one. But the evidence is clear. Using context to enhance current approaches will leave organizations better placed to develop and deploy targeted, dynamic, agile and precise leadership strategies.

**This paper covers:**

- Why we need a new approach to making succession planning decisions.
- How considering context increases the accuracy of decisions.
- The insights needed for the various stages of succession planning.
- The additional benefits of a contextual approach.
- The four steps towards the most accurate succession planning decisions.

Lucy Beaumont
Psychologist & Talent Management Solutions Leader
However, many still use static succession models, often using broad and low-specificity data to inform their decisions. These leadership models and initiatives assume the work environment is stable and predictable, and take a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach.

For example, many leadership mobility processes are guided by 8 to 12 standard competencies. These processes include everything from identifying high potentials to informing succession planning or development.

Such models are attractive. They are simple and scalable. But they are also limited in the insight they offer.

We wanted to know what data points and insights are needed to make the most successful leadership mobility decisions. Because HR leaders recognize that the more accurate those decisions, the higher the business impact:

- The number one trend for CHRO investment in 2022 is data and analytics (Evanta)
- 46% of HR leaders are prioritizing organizational design and change management in 2021 (Gartner Top Priorities report 2021)
- 75% of senior leaders say that their business units do not have future-ready leaders in place (SHL)

Identifying the Problem

Our research shows that 46% of leaders fail to meet their objectives in their first six months.

What is missing from the traditional approach to leadership mobility that could be undermining outcomes? Is there an ‘X factor’ that, when accounted for, enables us to better predict how a leader will perform?

To best understand how to resolve the disconnect between volatile work environments and static leadership strategies, SHL conducted one of the largest and most comprehensive leadership research studies in more than 25 years. We assessed a huge number of leaders globally—almost 9,000—in more than 80 companies. We collected information about leader performance on the job and dug deeper to understand how leadership roles differ.
As a result of this research, we discovered that there is a clear correlation between being able to better predict high fit leaders and an increase in leadership performance, revenue, and ultimately net profit.

“The most comprehensive leadership study in decades”

SIOP Winner: Best Applied Research in the Workplace
The Missing ‘X Factor’

We discovered that there is an ‘X factor’ that dramatically improves the ability to predict leader performance: context.

This means looking beyond the tasks and responsibilities of a role to consider it in the broader context of the team, organization and external environment.

We can identify leaders by their ability to thrive in certain contexts. The key is matching leaders to the context for which they are best suited.

The Power of Context in Succession Planning

The power of this contextual approach is significant. Organizations that pinpoint specific leader capabilities see dramatic improvements compared to using a general competency model to predict leader success.

Our research has led to an approach that enables any organization to identify, assess, select and develop leaders with greater precision, which in turn leads to greater leader success.

• When selecting leaders, factoring in the wider work context enables predictions that are over 4x times more accurate on average than a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach.
• Better prediction of high-performing leaders translates into a 22% increase in leader performance on average.
• In turn, this is associated with a 4% increase in revenue and a 4% increase in net profit.

Taking the contextual approach brings other benefits. One of these is the opportunity to re-purpose data. Organizations continually transform and evolve, so having the ability to repurpose data for different use cases and as situations change is of huge benefit. From targeted development to succession planning, contextual insights add specificity and much needed agility to leadership models.

As employees are assessed, the data is used to evaluate both individual and group fit to multiple scenarios or contexts. Talent assessment is no longer a point in time exercise that is designed to inform only one decision.

The Contexts Critical to Success

Out of hundreds of combinations of work contexts, 27 contexts matter greatly to making or breaking leaders’ performance. As a whole, these highly influential contexts are more people intensive. They involve more change and risk and are more strategic in nature – meaning they require leaders to produce results by managing more complexity and uncertainty.

In our world of constant change and increasing complexity, it is time to build agile succession planning models that align with specific contexts, challenges, or arising business priorities.
We broadly categorize these 27 critical leadership contexts into four groups:

**Drive Performance**
- Optimize talent
- Drive creativity and innovation
- Drive network performance
- Lead geographically dispersed teams
- Lead global / cross-cultural teams
- Transform a low-collaboration culture
- Transform a high-conflict culture

**Lead Change**
- Design and drive new strategies
- Deliver rapidly changing products, services and processes
- Deliver under high uncertainty and ambiguity
- Lead through mergers and acquisitions
- Adjust to frequent leadership change

**Manage Risk and Reputation**
- Deliver in high risk-taking contexts
- Deliver in risk-averse contexts
- Operate with high resource constraints
- Ensure safety & security of persons or operations
- Represent the organization externally
- Ensure environmental sustainability

**Deliver Results**
- Deliver high margins
- Grow the business through innovation
- Grow the business through market share
- Grow the business through cost-competitiveness
- Grow the business through geographic expansion
- Run an intact business
- Manage a broad portfolio of products and services
- Deliver exceptional customer service
- Lead a centralized team
The Science Behind a Contextual Approach

The science of context increases our ability to predict leader success by measuring how effective leaders are at dealing with challenges. Here, we break down our key findings:

**More challenges, fewer successes**

Our first finding about leadership challenges is that volume matters. The more contextual challenges a leader faces, the more likely they are to underperform. The reality is that most leaders face multiple challenges in any given role. Of the 27 contextual challenges we identified, we found that leaders at all levels navigate an average of seven challenges simultaneously.

This graph shows that as the number of contextual challenges increases, higher percentages of leaders underperform. The percentage of underperforming leaders begins to increase significantly once leaders face seven or more challenges at the same time. This might explain the constant high failure rate in certain roles that are overloaded with complex leadership challenges.

n = 1893 leaders from the SHL and Gartner Leadership Validation Study.
Source: Gartner analysis
Different Leader Attributes Predict how Successful Leaders are at Handling Different Challenges

Challenges can undermine the performance of leaders. But this does not mean that all leaders fail in these situations. In fact, leaders can thrive when facing challenges that are matched to their unique trait profiles. Our research shows that these context-specific profiles are much more powerful than generic profiles for predicting leader effectiveness.

There are certain attributes and behaviors (e.g., conscientiousness) that contribute to leaders’ performance in most contexts. However, there is no single universal or best profile for effective leadership across all contexts. Rather, the ideal mix of traits depends on the situation and the contextual challenges present in the role, team, business or function, and organization.

Example:

In situations that call for growing the business through cost-competitiveness, the best leaders in early career roles tend to be methodical, organized and detail-oriented. They thrive on being busy and are competitive and goal oriented. Contrast this with a work environment that calls for driving creativity and innovation. Here, the most successful early career leaders are ambitious and career-oriented. They enjoy being creative and being around other people, tend to critically evaluate information, and are generally optimistic. Furthermore, the profile of successful leaders in these situations changes as leaders become more senior.

Context-specific profiles are much more powerful than generic profiles for predicting leader effectiveness.

Experience can Compensate for Suboptimal Leader Attributes

So, we have found that performance can be enhanced when we match leaders to contextual challenges that we know they are well-suited to, based on their traits. But in addition to this, experience with certain challenges can also enhance performance. Research shows that challenge-specific leadership experience can contribute to leader performance, over and above traits.

Example:

Experience with integrating work cultures is advantageous in challenges in which employees from different organizational or national cultures must work together. Consider situations in which leaders must manage global or cross-cultural teams or lead through mergers and acquisitions. Experience with creating a new inclusive culture and integrating workforces with different values and expectations predicts greater performance.

Likewise, experience with turning around an underperforming team has also proven to be beneficial for leaders dealing with low-collaboration or high-conflict cultures.

When faced with these challenges, leaders who have experience changing the culture of a team and accelerating the development of a stalled team outperform those without this experience. This is even the case when they do not have the suitable traits.

Example:

For contexts demanding the delivery of exceptional customer service, leaders perform better if they have experience with turning around an underperforming team, have had previous P&L responsibility, and have dealt with change and adversity.

Likewise, for leaders who must deliver under high uncertainty and ambiguity, prior experience with leading new strategies and taking on scope expansion would be beneficial. In addition, considering that relevant experience improves performance, organizations should focus on providing leaders with developmental experiences aligned to potential future challenges.

This insight has implications for both leader selection and development. It is important to optimize the fit between leader traits and the context of a role. But it is also critical to consider relevant experience in the challenges.

Research shows that challenge-specific leadership experience can contribute to leader performance, over and above personality traits.
Different Leadership Mobility Processes Require Different Insights

Traditional leadership strategies assume that the same set of leadership competencies are needed throughout the organization. They focus on developing leaders to fit a single profile. A ‘static’ view of leadership shapes these programs, predicated on a belief that a stable set of leadership capabilities will enable leaders to become ‘agile’ and perform effectively in any leadership role.

Most organizations capture and communicate these leadership capabilities through leadership models. These identify the competencies that serve as the foundation for managing their leader talent.

The other way for viewing leadership is through the contextual approach.

Both the competencies and contextual approach to talent identification provide valuable insight into leader behavior and are validated to predict leader performance. Both are important, but they serve different purposes. Deciding which approach to take will depend on the specific use case and the organizational needs.

The Insights Needed to Mobilize Leaders

Although we have two different ways to look at leader performance, the approaches are complementary, not competing. Competencies and contexts work hand in hand, especially when dealing with personality-based competencies (e.g., persuasiveness, conscientiousness, optimism).

Several existing personality models recognize the importance of context as a moderator of the relationships between personality and job performance. These models agree that a personality trait will be most highly related to behavior when the context is relevant to the trait’s expression and is not so strong that there is little opportunity for variance in behavior. Extensive research has demonstrated that the validity of personality traits for predicting job performance depends on the context.

Shl’s research shows that a data-driven approach consistently outperforms less formal approaches in predicting leader performance. When subject matter experts use their own intuition to match leaders with context, they tend to make predictions only one-third as accurate as predictions based on data from thousands of leaders.

Contexts do not replace competencies, they enhance them.
## Different Leadership Mobility Processes Require Different Insights

### Use Competencies to Identify HIPOs

If general leadership attributes need to be communicated or developed in the longer term for the organization, broader competency insights are likely to be more useful, as they cast a wider net. An example of this is when identifying High Potentials or future leaders from a wide workforce population.

Due to the longer term perspective, it is more difficult to identify specific contexts that will be relevant in the future or the particular role that an individual may eventually end up in.

In these cases, we sacrifice the increased predictive accuracy of the contextual approach in order to identify potential for a wider variety of possible roles. It is why SHL’s High Potential science is based on a competencies view of leadership, in addition to motivators, to provide a broader view of overall high potential.

SHL’s High Potential model allows us to understand a leader’s overall leadership potential by measuring aspiration, competencies, and engagement. It also answers the broader question of potential and is most often used in development to understand which leaders are likely to rise and be effective in senior leadership roles.

Organizations use High Potential to:
- Identify who from an identified talent pool has the potential to rise and be effective in senior level roles
- Understand where to invest further development at the individual or group level
- Identify where to stretch individuals for future leadership roles, especially when the timeframe for development may be longer

### Competencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identify High Potentials</th>
<th>Who has the potential to rise and be effective in a wide variety of leadership roles?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategically Aligned and Developed Leaders</td>
<td>Do we have the leadership skills we need in our specific context?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inform Succession Planning</td>
<td>Which of our leaders and HIPO’s are best placed to backfill this leadership role within its specific context?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We sacrifice the accuracy of the contextual approach to identify potential for a wider variety of possible roles.
Use Context for Succession Planning

Leader roles have become more complex and specialized in the new work environment. This is especially the case when we overlay the different climates, values, strategies, business priorities, and so forth that exist in different organizations and introduce more nuanced leader requirements. Adding context ensures a more accurate prediction of leader success as it considers how the interplay of behaviors impact leader performance in a real-life organizational context.

Contextual insights are most impactful when understanding if a leader has the attributes and experience to perform effectively in specific contexts. They can also be used to help inform development and selection programs. Organizations should consider challenges when:

- **Succession Planning**
  - Considering fit to specific roles with increased accuracy of prediction.
  - Identifying the best internal candidates for unexpected leadership vacancies.

- **Strategically Aligning Talent**
  - Answering the question of “HiPo for what?”
  - Developing individuals or groups against specific business challenges.
  - Identifying the best situation for an employee that has struggled elsewhere.

- **Mergers and Acquisitions**
  - Identifying where acquired talent is best placed within the organization.

A contextual leadership challenges approach is most useful when assessing fit and readiness.
The Additional Benefits of a Contextual Approach

Taking context into account improves how we predict who is capable of performing well in a given leadership role. Our study also shows that there are several other benefits to incorporating context when managing succession planning. We outline them here.

An Increase in Diversity

Using objective data helps to remove conscious and unconscious bias from the decision-making process.

Example:

To highlight this, we wanted to identify if gender influences leadership performance. We identified that the probability of a woman being a high fit for a leadership role is 38% higher than the probability of a man being high fit. Put another way, given an equal number of male and female candidates, a contextual challenges / data led approach is 1.4 times more likely to identify a woman as high fit for a role, compared to a man.

While we found women to be higher fit for leadership roles than men, we found no consistent effect of race or ethnicity on challenge scores. Our research shows that race has no significant effect on an individual’s ability to deal with a certain set of challenges.

Improved Employee Engagement

We measure work engagement by a composite of survey items that ask about the extent to which the leader is enthusiastic, excited, and energized about their job.

The average engagement score for high-fit leaders (73.6) is 82% higher than the average engagement score for low-fit leaders (40.5).

In other words, high-fit leaders have 82% higher work engagement than low-fit leaders.
Higher Individual and Group Performance

At the beginning of this paper we stated that traditional methods of talent identification and mobility do not consistently return good results, as 46% of leaders do not hit their objectives in the first six months.

We asked the question: ‘how does context increase the accuracy of internal mobility decisions by 4 times?’. We determine this by identifying the percentage of high-fit individuals identified as top performers, versus the number of low-fit individuals identified as top performers.

We define a ‘top performer’ as someone in the top 25% in overall performance in the norm group. We computed an average top performer rate of 43% for those who scored in the high-fit category. The 43% success rate is 4.3 times higher than the low-fit success rate (10%).

In other words, individuals that demonstrate a good fit to a role’s specific contexts are over 4 times more likely to be top performers than those with a low fit.

Better prediction of high-performing leaders translates into a 22% increase in leader performance on average, which in turn is associated with a 4% increase in revenue and a 4% increase in net profit.

Average Top Performer Percentage Across Multiple Combinations of Challenges

- Low Fit: 10%
- Moderate Fit: 23%
- High Fit: 43%
Leaders today work in an environment that is increasingly complex and uncertain. This renders one-size-fits-all, generic leadership strategies ineffective. As the number of contextual challenges that leaders face increases in this turbulent environment, leader performance will only erode further unless organizations take a different approach. To drive effective leadership in today’s work environment, organizations need to do the following:

1. **Consider the context of a role or situation when selecting leaders**

Leadership roles, teams, and business contexts differ. Each presents a unique combination of contextual challenges. And yet traditional leadership strategies still assume that the same characteristics and experience profiles are needed throughout the organization. However, current selection and succession management tools do not offer enough insight into the challenges of the work environment and an individual’s fitness to address those challenges.

2. **Invest in agile leadership processes**

One defining aspect of today’s work environment is nearly constant change. Organizations must adapt to increasingly volatile economic and business environments. Given that leader performance is highly context-specific, organizations should develop leaders at all levels to perform against a set of contexts. To effectively prepare leaders for current and future roles, organizations must build flexible, agile leadership processes that are efficient and can be easily adapted to help address new challenges in the environment.

3. **Move toward more precise, data-driven decisions**

Many organizations have a stockpile of data about their leaders. This is spread across various formats and on multiple platforms. It can include personal characteristics, past leadership roles, what they have delivered in various assignments, and how effectively they have performed in the past. Often, it is from a variety of viewpoints (i.e., managers, peers, and direct reports).

But when it is time to make leadership decisions, many organizations leave data gathering to the people making those decisions. This is rather than compiling, synthesizing and analyzing available data and then turning it into consumable business intelligence that can drive the decision-making process more precisely.

Organizations must move beyond instinct and intuition when identifying and placing leaders into key roles. Otherwise, they face unnecessary risks, increased leader failure and a threat to diversity by perpetuating implicit biases.

4. **Use competencies alongside context to achieve the best results**

Instead of intuition, organizations would benefit from relying on precise, data-driven predictions regarding which leaders will succeed in handling current and future leadership challenges. And they must rely on evidence-based development plans when preparing leaders for their roles and to enhance their performance.

Both competencies and contextual challenges play a part in the identification and mobilization of internal talent. So, do not discard the competency-based approach.

Competency-based models, such as High Potential identification, are extremely effective at filling your talent pool. You will identify who has the potential to rise and be effective in a wide variety of senior roles. But how do you then decide who from that talent pool should be considered for a specific position or opportunity?

A contextual approach increases specificity and, therefore, increases the chances of you finding a high-fit candidate or developing leaders to achieve in a given context.
Leaders today face the harrowing task of accomplishing their objectives while navigating the diverse challenges of an ever-changing, complex, unpredictable and volatile work environment. Yet despite this, organizations continue to use generic, one-size-fits-all approaches to succession planning and leadership development.

Unfortunately, this fails to optimize the fit between leaders and the challenges they must navigate. These underleveraged and underprepared leaders then cost organizations deeply.

By examining the fit between leaders and contextual challenges and by relying on data-driven insights, organizations gain an edge on their competitors. In addition, it helps them to realize the benefits of intelligent, specific and timely leader selection, as well as development and placement.

Optimizing this fit helps organizations select more effective leaders by better matching their attributes and experiences to the challenges they will face in the role. Then, once leaders are in a role, a context-driven strategy will improve their development by ensuring they get the development experiences they need to navigate current and future leadership challenges.

Finally, aligning leader characteristics to contextual challenges helps organizations to optimize where they place their leaders. This results in improving the impact of high potential identification, deepening leadership benches and building stronger and more diverse leadership pipelines.

Adopting a flexible, data-driven, context-specific approach also enables organizations to increase their returns on leadership investments.

Whether your organization is seeking to speed up product time-to-market, uncover new channels for growth, put the customer at the heart of business operations or transform a low collaboration culture, a contextual approach to leadership placement can optimize your chances of success.
SHL’s dedication and passion for people science and workforce performance has identified why current succession decision processes often fail: a lack of context. But how can this sophisticated science be applied within an organization?

You may have such questions as: “Who has the potential to rise and be effective in a wide variety of leadership roles?”, “Do we have the leadership skills we need in our specific context?” or “Which of our leaders are best placed to backfill this leadership role?”

SHL’s talent management solution, Mobilize, captures workforce data via engaging assessments, applies our science and then simply and immediately visualizes the insights needed to answer these questions.

Mobilize uses both competencies and context to support ongoing transformation, increasing the accuracy and speed of all talent management decisions. Discover group and individual competencies, target development, transform sales, identify high potentials, plan for succession, and develop leaders in-line with strategy. All with unrivaled accuracy.

The user experience ensures employees are engaged and complete the assessments, and our world-class services ensure it is successfully implemented, integrated, and delivers tangible business results.

Please contact us via our website to learn more about how to harness this science and technology to increase the accuracy of your talent decisions.
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SHL brings powerful and transparent AI technology, data science, and objectivity to help companies attract, develop, and grow the workforce they need to succeed in the digital era.

We empower talent strategies to unlock the full potential of your greatest asset—people.